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Abstract Insider attacks are often subtle and slow, or preceded by behavioral indicators such as organizational rule-breaking which provide the potential for early warning of malicious intent; both these cases pose the problem of identifying attacks from limited evidence contained within a large volume of event data collected from multiple sources over a long period. This paper proposes a scalable solution to this problem by maintaining long-term estimates that individuals or nodes are attackers, rather than retaining event data for post-facto analysis. These estimates are then used as triggers for more detailed investigation. We identify essential attributes of event data, allowing the use of a wide range of indicators, and show how to apply Bayesian statistics to maintain incremental estimates without global updating. The paper provides a theoretical account of the process, a worked example, and a discussion of its practical implications. The work includes examples that identify subtle attack behaviour in subverted network nodes, but the process is not network-specific and is capable of integrating evidence from other sources, such as behavioral indicators, document access logs and financial records, in addition to events identified by network monitoring.

1 Introduction

Insider attacks pose a particular threat because of the knowledge, access, and authority of their perpetrators (Randazzo et al, 2004). Such attacks often involve violations of physical or operational security, or the misuse of authority; they may also involve electronic attacks, in which case the ‘electronic insider’ is as big a threat as a person. It may be safer for a sophisticated external attacker to subvert an electronic system, often via social engineering, than directly subvert an employee.

The literature does not provide a single definition of ‘insider’, which may be defined with respect to physical or logical boundaries, employment, or degree of access to systems or documents. For the purpose of this work we define an insider to be someone who:

– Is able to operate within a defined boundary; and
– Is awarded some degree of privilege or trust within that boundary.

The boundary is an important feature, since we assume that the first line of defence in most systems - the perimeter - does not apply to an insider. The boundary may be a national boundary, the physical limits of a place of work, a logical boundary defined by electronic technology, or the combination of physical and logical boundaries that define an organization. Perimeter defences that are avoided by insiders may include immigration restrictions and constraints on the import of dangerous goods or materials, physical barriers, access controls and defences against fire and flood, or electronic mechanisms such as firewalls. Boundaries may be nested or even overlap; for example an accounts clerk may be within a financial department within a company. This does not present a difficulty, since we usually analyze these entities and their risks separately.

Individuals within a country, organization or system generally have some degree of authority and some expectation that they will comply with relevant policies. Within a nation individuals are expected to comply with the law, and their access to public places and facilities is usually on the
basis that their motives are benign; similarly, within an organization insiders will have some degree of physical access, and their work will usually involve authorized use of electronic systems. Examples of security violations by insiders include ‘home grown’ terrorism, espionage, theft of industrial secrets, sabotage, and employee fraud.

We also include in our definition of insider a person or element of a system that has been subverted to act for an external attacker, because the detection problem is the same: the system cannot be protected at the perimeter, and the attacker has acquired some degree of internal authority. Examples of such attacks include the coercion or social engineering of employees, including using such techniques to subvert employees’ electronic equipment.

Attacks may involve a single major incident, such as terrorist attack, sabotage, or theft, or may take place over a long period. For example, the world’s largest credit card fraud was achieved with a subverted internal system that avoided discovery for over 17 months (Goodin, 2007).

Subtle attackers are unlikely to launch large-scale fraudulent financial transactions, or use known electronic exploits; they will seek to avoid any action that can be immediately identified as an attack. However, they are likely to cause minor security events: an attacker may test known passwords, probe for services, or test new exploits, expecting to hide within the background of user errors, mistakes and other ‘noise’. The problem of detecting such an attacker is therefore one of accumulating relatively weak evidence over a long period. This issue is identified as one of the ‘grand challenges’ of the internal attacker problem: “to combine events from one or more sensors, possibly of various types” while “reduce[ing] data without adversely impacting detection” (Brackney and Anderson, 2004); it is also a long-standing problem for Intrusion Detection Systems (see section 3). This paper provides a solution to this critical problem.

Attackers planning a major incident, or who are predisposed to such an action, also generate a trail of subtle clues before the attack. For example, Band et al (2006) describe histories of observable rule-breaking, organizational conflict and behavioral deviance as a precursor to espionage and employee sabotage. The ability to correlate a series of subtle clues is potentially as important in identifying the precursor to a major attack, as it is for detecting attackers who are attempting to stay below alarm thresholds to avoid discovery.

The examples presented here identify subtle attack behaviour in subverted network nodes. The actions of the subverted node or individual may be events that could be identified by an Intrusion Detection System (e.g. network probe), or they may result from marginal use of a system by an authorized individual, for example failed login attempts or unusual patterns of document access. However, the approach to characterizing and combining diverse sources of weak evidence is equally applicable to other problems in the insider space, such as identifying criminal or espionage threats from behavioral indicators, and this is discussed further in section 9.

This paper provides a process for combining evidence from various sources based on the application of Bayesian statistics, identifies attributes that must be available to allow the combination of evidence from different types of sensor, and demonstrates the effectiveness of this approach with a simulated slow-attack on a network.

This paper presents the results of substantially more research than its workshop predecessor (Chivers et al, 2009). Although the principles and aims are the same, the hypothesis on which the updating algorithm is based has been changed, resulting in a improved updating factor, which is effective at resolving some marginal discrimination observed in the previous results. This paper also includes a significantly larger realistic simulation, explicit results on the limits of evidential accumulation, and a discussion on normalization that justifies the stance that it is not necessary to update scores for every individual following each event.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the proposed approach, section 3 describes related work, and the evidential accumulation process is developed and described in section 4. After a brief explanation of the simulation approach in section 5, section 6 shows that the proposed process is well behaved in simple cases, and that it gives the same estimate of behaviour regardless of the size group an individual is associated with; section 7 then explores the effective limits to updating evidence. Section 8 simulates a challenging insider detection problem, contrasts the effectiveness of the evidence accumulation process with a common, but naive, alternative approach, and shows how the results vary with increasing uncertainty of identification of nodes that originate events. Section 9 discusses results and open issues, and the paper is concluded in section 10.

2 Overview

Consider how a human investigator might approach the problem of accumulating evidence in the system of Figure 1. The system consists of a network nodes \((a...i)\) with interconnectivity as shown; it may be a social network of people, a network of electronic components, or a hybrid network of individuals where the links between them are mostly electronic. Two minor security events are detected \(x\) and \(y\); they may be behavioral, perhaps originating from observations of deviant behaviour or abnormal financial statistics, or electronic, for example alerts from an intrusion detection system, or server log.

Given information about event \(x\) and the traffic in the network at the time, the investigator may determine that the nodes most likely to have originated the event are \(a,b,c,d\) and
e. Similarly, when y occurs at a much later date the possible originating nodes are f, g and d. Intersecting these observations suggests node d as a common factor, and this may be sufficient to trigger intensive monitoring to determine if it is behaving maliciously.

The data used to identify these security events and their possible sources is necessarily transient; it may not be possible to record sufficient of the history of interactions between nodes to allow this analysis retrospectively. However, it is initially sufficient to just identify nodes that score differently; from the perspective of the defender in the long slow game it is only necessary to ‘tip off’ a further investigation by identifying one or more nodes whose behaviour may be unusual. It is not essential to record the events, the actions from which they were identified or even the graphs that identify possible sources, provided it is possible to somehow accumulate a ‘score’ for each node in the system.

This approach solves one of the critical issues in identifying slow attacks: how to maintain long-term state. Systems that try to model the behaviour of individuals or protocols are forced to retain large amounts of data which limits their scalability. In the approach described here the state size is a small multiple of the number of nodes in the network; this state is readily distributed and its storage is feasible, even for organizations with global networks.

The ‘score’ that we propose for each node is the probability that the node is subverted, based on the application of Bayesian statistics. This naturally allows incremental updating and translation of the problem frame from events which are related to behaviour to individual attackers. Simpler approaches, such as the event counting used to introduce this section, can be shown to be inferior, as demonstrated in section 8.

In summary, we propose that to identify subtle or inside attackers:

- The primary objective is to identify nodes for further investigation.
- Long-term state is restricted to an incremental estimate of the probability that each node is an attacker.
- Node estimates are updated following every security event, taking account of transient network information that is available at the time of the event.

This process is complementary to conventional intrusion detection using signatures or heuristics, or automated fraud detection that identifies large deviations in user behaviour. There is no need to gradually accumulate evidence if the attack is evident, in such a case the secondary investigation is concerned with incident management, rather than confirmation.

Section 4 describes how scores are calculated and maintained, following a brief summary of related work.

3 Related Work

The idea of using primary tests or indicators to identify suspects who then warrant further investigation is an established financial management practice. Standard texts on fraud management (e.g. (Wells, 2008)) specify tests that can be used to trigger further investigation, based on the likelihood that fraudsters’ behaviour is sufficiently different from that of normal employees to be statistically significant. For example, employees who have an abnormally high level of cash adjustments (i.e. accounting corrections) may be involved in systematic sales or invoice fraud. Such systems are supported by forensic investigation once a fraud is suspected and statistical triggers are supplemented by checks such as surprise audits to detect and deter systematic low-level fraud.

Within the computer forensics community Bradford et al (2004) have proposed a similar process of detection followed by a more detailed forensic investigation. Users are profiled according to their function and statistical tests are used to determine if behaviour is anomalous and more intensive data collection should be initiated. However, the authors do not show an implementation of their approach and remark that it could not be carried out for “every user regardless” but itself requires a “triggering process”.

The problem is the volume of data that must be maintained, and this is also an issue with data mining approaches, which are often proposed as an adjunct to intrusion detection or audit. Research proposals to alleviate the scalability issue include improving the quality of the raw data, by discovering better behavioral indicators (Nguyen et al, 2003) or classifying input features (Chebrolua et al, 2004), the latter using a Bayesian classifier. An alternative approach by Staniford et al (2002) is to selectively retain anomalous network data, with the aim of identifying slow network scans.
Anomalous packets are identified based on heuristics developed from real scans. Other approaches include statistical filtering, primarily to reduce false alarm rates and support visualization (Colombe and Stephens, 2004). In essence, however, all these approaches require the storage of large volumes of event data for later analysis, and the authors themselves identify scalability as a problem (Nguyen et al, 2003).

Aggregation as a means of detecting slow or stealthy attacks has been proposed by Heberlein (2002). His assumption is that slow attacks are still systematic and the attacker will eventually repeat the attack many times, possibly against different targets. Alerts are classified and displayed on a visualization grid, and any persistent activity which raises alerts of the same type over a long period can be identified. Although similarly motivated our work differs by accumulating evidence of attackers, not of incidents, removing the restriction that attackers need to repeat similar attacks. Heberlein’s algorithm is also a counting process, which we show to be inferior to statistical reasoning.

Other work directed toward the insider problem is focussed on characterising an attacker’s behaviour. The security indicators ('events') used may range from an individual’s buying and travel preferences, to electronic alerts. For example, Buford et al (2008) propose a comprehensive framework of ‘observables’ that are used to build a model of individuals’ behaviour via graph theory. Eberle and Holder (2009) develop graphs of behavioral events, such as phone calls, to identify sub-graphs of normal behaviour, which are used to search for similar but anomalous occurrences. These approaches offer the advantage of modeling the potential attacker and providing interesting insights into observable behaviour; however, their application may be limited by the computational cost of graph matching over large datasets, as well as by data scalability.

Most of the work described above is still formative; network intrusion detection, however, is established in the literature and supported by both open and propriety products (Bace and Mell, 2001). An intrusion detection system (IDS) uses a behavioral model of a system or protocol and detects anomalous events by either recognizing predefined signatures, or by heuristics. Both approaches have strengths and weaknesses, but despite the use of IDSs in practice they are hampered by a lack of scalability and tend to generate large numbers of false positive alerts (Bace and Mell, 2001). From the perspective of this paper, IDSs are an effective way of generating events which may indicate an attack but are unable to maintain sufficient state to identify slow attacks.

An IDS is not the only possible source of security events; other sources include the behavioral events referenced above, operating system audit trails, document access records, and even Honeypots (Spitzner, 2003), which are security traps with no operational functionality.

In summary, the challenge of integrating information from many sources in a manageable and scalable fashion, in order to identify patient internal attackers, is still an important open question (Brackney and Anderson, 2004).

4 Accumulating Evidence

This section develops the detailed theory necessary to implement the method outlined in section 2: to collapse the problem of attacker identification to updating a single score for each network node or user. The section first outlines the evidential scenario and the attributes required to characterize security events. Standard Bayesian updating is summarized, followed by the development of the process for updating evidence of insider attacks. Finally, the practical issue of relating this process to real security events is discussed.

Definitions

Node: This paper uses network terminology, without loss of generality to broader types of human or attack behavior. A node is an individual or a system element such as a user’s end system or a router. This theory does not require a graph to accumulate evidence, so edges between nodes are not formally defined. The edges or links between nodes may, however, be needed to establish which nodes are the possible originators of security events; examples of such links include network communications, indirect communication between individuals (e.g via emails or documents), and direct social interaction.

Event: An event is an alert that indicates a possible security violation; it may be an anomalous phone call, a financial anomaly, a failed system login, or something more certain, such as a known electronic exploit.

The evidential scenario is presented in Figure 2. Node a is an individual or network node, and x is an event which is detected somewhere in the system; there is some evidence that identifies the nodes that may have originated the event.

Event x may indicate an attack. Some security events are almost certainly attacks; however, there are many more that may be user mistakes, network backscatter, or other forms of ‘noise’. For example, an attempt by a user to obtain a restricted document, or connect to a non-existent webserver, may be a simple mistake but could also be a deliberate attempt operate outside their legitimate authority.

In addition to uncertainty about the extent that an event originates because of an attack, there may also be uncertainty about the origin of the event. For example, a subverted network node may be able to spoof its network address, or the event may only be traceable to a subnetwork; in a behavioral context only a proportion of the individuals associated
with a particular event (behavioral indicator) may be identifiable, for example, it may be able to identify most of the individuals with access to a 'leaked' classified document, but only estimate the total number who may have had access. In order to accumulate evidence from a wide range of different sources, events must be characterized by uniform parameters that describe these various attributes. We propose that security events can be characterized by three parameters:

- $P(\text{Attack}_x)$: the probability that a particular event, $x$, is caused by an intentioned attack. For an event generated by network intrusion sensors this is the ratio of true positive alerts to all alerts, which is a standard figure of merit. For behavioral indicators (e.g. presence at a street demonstration) and other system alerts (e.g. failed logins) it is necessary to estimate the value based on likely event frequencies. In some cases the historical rate of occurrence of certain attacks, such as insider fraud, may be known, and this may be used to estimate the probability that certain events derive from such attacks. In a similar way to estimating risk likelihoods, it may be sufficient to quantify these frequencies to an accuracy of an order of magnitude.

- $C_x$: the Causal Node Set, which is the set of nodes or individuals that are estimated to be the possible source of the event. In a network it may be possible to associate the event with a packet stream that originated from an identifiable subnetwork or node. This may be a static feature of the sensor’s location, or it may be deduced from the data (the packet source address places it in a particular subnetwork), or from dynamic system information (e.g. current routing tables). In the case of behavioral information it is likely to be an identifiable set of individuals (e.g. visitors to an internet café during a specific period).

- $P(C_x)$: the probability that the event originator is within the causal node set.

It will not always be possible to identify with certainty the set of nodes or individuals that include the event originator: the estimate may be incomplete, or wrong. For example: technical means such as indirection or address spoofing (CERT Incident Note, 1998) may be used to camouflage the source of an attack; routing tables or traffic records may suggest that most packets came from a specific network, but a few came from elsewhere; the traceability of a packet to a particular subnetwork may depend on the correct functioning of routers and firewalls, which themselves have a non-zero possibility of being subverted. In the case of behavioral indicators it may be possible to know the number of people involved in an event, but only positively identify a fraction of the individuals; for example, not all the visitors to an Internet Cafe during a period in question are positively identified. All these factors suggest the need for a metric that quantifies the extent to which the event originator is known to be within the estimated causal set.

Given a sequence of events characterized by these parameters, we wish to investigate the hypothesis that a particular node is subverted, or acting as the agent of an attacker. We will first summarize the standard approach to Bayesian updating, then show how it can be applied in this case.

4.1 Bayesian updating

Bayesian updating provides an estimate of the probability that hypothesis $H$ is true, given an event, $x$.

$$P(H|x) = \frac{P(x|H) \cdot P(H)}{P(x)} \quad (1)$$

This theorem uses $P(x|H)$, the probability of event $(x)$ given that the hypothesis is true, to update the initial (‘prior’) estimate of the probability that the hypothesis is true, $P(H)$. Simple updating of this type is used in medical diagnosis; given knowledge of the probability of a symptom (the event) given a disease (the hypothesis), it provides a principled estimate of the likelihood of the disease given the symptom. It is essentially this change of reference frame – from symptom to cause – that is needed to identify attackers from their behaviour.

The denominator $P(x)$ is the probability of the event and in many cases, including ours, is difficult to estimate. However, standard results in Bayesian statistics (Russell and Norvig, 2010) show that this can be replaced by a normalizing factor chosen to ensure that the probabilities of all possible hypotheses sum to unity. The problem of how to achieve this normalization in the case of a distributed system is discussed in section 4.2.2, below.
Assuming conditional independence (i.e. that the probability of an event is conditioned by the hypothesis, but not by other events that are observed), a further standard result is that the evidence updates from several events (e.g. \(x, y\)) are combined as follows:

\[
P(H|xy) = \frac{P(x|H) \cdot P(y|H) \cdot P(H)}{N}
\]

Where \(N\) is a normalizing factor, as described above.

### 4.2 Combining evidence from security events

The evidential scenario at the start of this section defines three key parameters: \(P(\text{Attack}_x)\), \(C_x\), and \(P(C_x)\) which characterize an event; in addition, we define the following:

- \(S\) The set of all nodes in the system.
- \(#S\) The total number of nodes in the system.
- \(a, b, ...\) Particular network nodes. \(a, b, ... \in S\)
- \(H_a\) The hypothesis that we wish to update: that node \(a\) is the node which is subverted, or being used to mount an attack within the system.
- \(x, y, ...\) Particular events that may provide evidence of an attack.
- \(#C_x\) The number of nodes in set \(C_x\).

The hypothesis, \(H_a\), assumes that only one node in the system is subverted; this provides improved discrimination and normalization over the alternative hypothesis that several nodes may be subverted. This is a technical issue and does not inhibit the practical use of the resulting scores to identify several attackers. In practice the several-attacker problem is not inhibited by mounting an attack within the system.

In order to carry out Bayesian updating as specified in equation (2), it is necessary to calculate the update factor \(P(x|H_a)\), the prior probability \(P(H_a)\), and when required to normalize the result in such a way that the probabilities across all nodes sum to unity.

#### 4.2.1 The Bayesian update factor

The update factor \(P(x|H_a)\) is the likelihood of the event, given the hypothesis \(H_a\). Given that event \(x\) has been observed, and the hypothesis that \(a\) is the only attacker, then either:

- Event \(x\) originates because of an attack, and it came from node \(a\), or
- Event \(x\) did not originate because of an attack, and it may have originated from any node.

The probability that \(x\) originates because of an attack is the parameter \(P(\text{Attack}_a)\) that characterizes the event, as described above. The probability that the event did not originate because of an attack (i.e. it is a false positive) is therefore \((1 - P(\text{Attack}_a))\).

Each event is associated with a set of nodes or individuals, \(C_x\), that is expected to include the originator of the event; we assume that each member of this set has an equal probability of being the event originator. It would be relatively straightforward to extend the theory below to assign likelihoods individually to members of \(C_x\); however, we have yet to find evidence that such a distinction would be useful in practical event scenarios.

This set divides the population of nodes in the system into two groups; node \(a\), the subject of the hypothesis, may be a member of \(C_x\) or may fall outside that set. If \(a\) is in \(C_x\) then the probability that \(x\) originated from \(a\) is the probability that \(C_x\) includes the originating node, \(P(C_x)\), divided by the number of nodes in the set, \(#C_x\). If \(a\) is not in \(C_x\) then the probability that \(x\) originated from \(a\) is \((1 - P(C_x))\) divided by the number of nodes outside \(C_x\), \(#S - #C_x\).

This allows us to calculate the probability that \(x\) originates because of an attack, and it came from node \(a\). As described above, we must add the possibility that \(x\) did not originate because of an attack to obtain the required update factor:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } a \in C_x: & \quad P(x|H_a) = \frac{P(\text{Attack}_a) \cdot P(C_x)}{#C_x} + (1 - P(\text{Attack}_a)) \\
\text{if } a \notin C_x: & \quad P(x|H_a) = \frac{P(\text{Attack}_a) \cdot (1 - P(C_x))}{#S - #C_x} + (1 - P(\text{Attack}_a))
\end{align*}
\]

These equations provide the Bayesian update factors; in order to complete equation (2) it is also necessary to include prior probabilities and normalize the result.

#### 4.2.2 Normalizing the result and localizing the update factor

By multiplying the prior probability for each node, \(P(H_a)\), with the sequence of update factors derived from events it is possible to calculate the numerator of equation (2), which provides a score for each node in the system. The prior probability is a function of the network node, and may be estimated in advance for the type of node, or if there is no basis for distinguishing nodes (see section 4.3, below), it can be set to \(1/#S\). The resulting score after two events, \(x\) and \(y\), is:

\[
\text{Score}_a = P(x|H_a) \cdot P(y|H_a) \cdot P(H_a)
\]
As described in section 4.1, in order to obtain the probability of each hypothesis given the evidence it is necessary to normalize the results such that the sum of the probabilities over all possible hypotheses is unity. The working hypothesis that there is a single attacker makes this straightforward assuming that nodes in the system are disjoint, since it results in a single hypothesis for every node in the system, giving a normalisation factor which is the sum of these scores:

\[ P(H_a|x,y) = \frac{\text{Score}_a}{\sum_{i \in S} \text{Score}_i} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

This allows probabilities to be recovered from node scores when required, but it does not meet the need for efficient evidence recording, since the updates in equations (3) and (4) require the probability estimate associated with every node to be updated for each event. For efficiency, and to allow distributed calculation, it is very desirable to update only the estimates of nodes that are within \( C_x \) - that is to update only the scores of nodes that are indicated as possible originators of a particular event.

It is therefore desirable to localize the updating process; to do this we observe that multiplying all the update factors arising from a given event by a constant has no effect on the normalized probability. This is trivial to prove: multiply \( P(x|H_i) \) in equation (5) by an arbitrary constant, \( K \), for all nodes \( i \) in \( S \). This multiplies both the numerator and the denominator of equation (6) by \( K \), which cancel to give the same normalized probability that would result if the constant multiplier had not been used.

Our objective is to avoid updating node scores outside \( C_x \), and this can therefore be achieved by choosing a constant \( K \) which sets the update factor for these nodes to unity. The required constant is the reciprocal of equation (4); by multiplying equation (3) by this factor we obtain an update factor that is applied to only the scores of those nodes within \( C_x \).

\[ \Delta_x = \frac{P(\text{Attack}_c)P(C_x) + (1 - P(\text{Attack}_c))}{P(\text{Attack}_c)(1 - P(C_x)) + (1 - P(\text{Attack}_c))} \] \hspace{1cm} (7)

4.3 Evidence accumulation in practice

The foregoing sections provide the necessary theory to allow the details of security events to be discarded, while retaining a single score for each node which summarizes the evidence that the node is an attacker. The algorithm to achieve this is:

1. Initialize each node score with its prior probability, \( P(H_a) \).
2. For each security event:
   
   (a) Establish the distinguishing parameters: the probability that the event originates because of an attack, the set of nodes that are likely to have originated the event \( (C_x) \), and the probability that \( C_x \) contains the event originator.
   
   (b) Calculate \( \Delta \) from equation (7).
   
   (c) Multiply the score for each node in \( C_x \) by \( \Delta \); do not update the scores for nodes outside \( C_x \).

3. When required, normalize the resulting node scores using equation (6), to obtain the probability that each node is an attacker.

The prior probability is of value if different nodes have significantly different priors. For example, in a network there will be a significant difference between a well-configured router and a laptop which is used outside the organizational perimeter; for individuals the prior probabilities may vary with degree of background checking, or in the case of large public populations with factors such as socioeconomic group. In many cases where the priors are significant they can be estimated from survey information; if no such information is available, then the priors can be set to \( 1/\#S \).

The three parameters that characterize an event were discussed in the introduction to section 4.

The assumption of event independence (see 4.1) has practical consequences for the choice of event. For example, in a network attack, a particular sequence of actions may be closely related (e.g. a known exploit, followed by an outgoing connection that downloads specific malicious software). Such chains of actions are clearly not independent events, but are close enough in time to be correlated by an intrusion system and regarded as a single event with a high certainty that it is an attack. On the other hand, in a network scan, which is a series of probes to different network locations, the individual probes are only interdependent to the extent that addresses scanned will depend to some extent on past history. In these situations the designer has a choice whether to regard them as separate events, with rather low \( P(\text{Attack}) \), or if they occur within a short time interval to regard them as a single event with a much higher \( P(\text{Attack}) \).

We are primarily concerned with comparative scores in order to identify nodes that are distinctive and require further investigation. In practice, then, it is sufficient to use logarithmic scores, simply adding \( \log(\Delta) \) to each node indicated by an event. Equation (6) can still be reconstructed from this information, but more usually the highest node score or set of scores is chosen for further investigation.

The reader may be wondering about the value of calculating \( \Delta \) at all at this stage, since we simply add its logarithm to the score for indicated nodes. However, this differs significantly from a counting algorithm, where the score for each node is incremented when it is identified as the possible source of a security event. The update value, \( \Delta \), character-
izes exactly how much evidence is provided by each event. This important distinction is illustrated in the worked example presented in section 8.

5 Simulation Approach

The sections that follow evaluate the evidence accumulation process described above, partly by further exploration of equation (7), and partly by simulation. This section briefly describes the simulation rationale and approach.

It is rare to obtain useful network traces from real systems, especially large systems with subtle attackers. Therefore, in order to explore a wide range of different scenarios, we use network simulation. In this paper, simulation is first used to demonstrate properties of the proposed evidence accumulation process, then used to demonstrate its effectiveness in a complex network whose overall structure is typical of those we encounter in practice.

The structure of the simulator is presented in fig 3.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 3 The structure of the security event simulator. The modularity allows the direct substitution of calculation methods for comparative testing under identical conditions.

The simulator behaviour is controlled by two inputs: a problem specification and a test method. The problem specification contains two main parts, a description of network traffic including security related events, and a specification for how event detection behaves. Traffic is generated by the simulator at random, within rates set by the specification, and can be typed to allow different sorts of detectors and traffic to be simulated simultaneously. The event detection section specifies what traffic events can be detected, and how to determine the three key parameters: \( P(\text{Attack}_x) \), \( C_x \), and \( P(\text{C}_x) \) for each event.

The test method provides score calculation and normalization functions. Usually these functions implement equations (7) and (6) respectively, but they can be exchanged with other methods, allowing exactly comparable results to be obtained; this feature is used to contrast the updating process proposed here with a counting approach in section 8.2, below.

The simulator maintains separation between the calculation method and problem specification. It generates traffic according to the activity specification, which is then screened for events using the rule structure provided by the event detection specification. Events detected are provided to the calculation method, which updates the associated scores, and when output is required the normalizer can be employed to recover actual probabilities. In all the examples in this paper the normalizer is not used, since Log scores are displayed, as described in section 4.3.

6 Behaviour of Evidential Accumulation

Before showing a representatively difficult example of insider attack in which the attacker attempts to hide below the background noise of the system detection (see section 8.1), this section explores if the evidential accumulation process is well-behaved in simpler cases. Two examples are given, the first explores a simple electronic network with variable rate attackers, and the second is concerned with a social network with multiple overlapping groups of individuals.

6.1 A simple network

Given a single subnetwork, in which the sender can be readily identified, we explore some key questions for evidence accumulation:

- Is it possible to identify an attacker sending at a slightly higher rate than the background of errors from normal nodes?
- If the rate of attack increases, is the process stable, and does it enable the attackers to be identified earlier?
- Does the process accommodate multiple attackers with different rates of attack (i.e. can one node hide behind another’s attack)?

We simulate a small network of 50 nodes, in which the originating node of an event can be identified with certainty (i.e. \( \#C_x = 1 \), and \( P(\text{C}_x) = 1 \)); we assign \( P(\text{Attack}) \) an arbitrary probability of 1/12. (The only special feature in this
choice was to avoid a number that exactly divided the system topology; we are not aware of any simplification that would result from such a choice, but wished to avoid the possibility.) Time is divided into slots (e.g. single minutes) and the average background rate of random innocent events that may be misinterpreted as attacks is 1/50 per node – in other words, one event per minute. Three nodes within the network are designated attackers, and they generate random attacks at rates of 2, 4 and 8 times the total background rate.

Because these parameters identify the originator of an event with certainty, then there is less opportunity for an attacker to hide in the ‘noise’ of a crowd; this experiment is designed to illustrate that several attackers are treated independently and that discrimination, or time to detection, improves with higher event rates.

Fig. 4 Scores resulting from three attackers at different rates in a small network. The presence of high rate events from one or more attackers does not interfere with the detection of lower-rate attacks from another.

The scores resulting from this scenario are shown in Fig. 4. All three attacking nodes are well distinguished from the background level of events, which is indicated by the ‘control’ result, which is the score for a typical innocent node. As would be expected, if the attack rate is higher the discrimination improves. The accumulation of evidence is well behaved and the higher rate nodes do not interfere with the accumulation of evidence relating to attackers operating at a lower rate.

6.2 Evidence from overlapping groups of individuals

Electronic networks are likely to have stable structures, resulting in relatively simple and consistent groups of nodes (i.e. the sets of $C_x$) that can be identified as the originator of an event: for example the individual node, the logical subnetwork, or a local facility network. Under these circumstances it is important that the same evidence is accumulated against two nodes whose behaviour is the same, but who are usually identified with different size groups of nodes.

This issue becomes more significant when dealing with social networks where innocent individuals associated with ‘events’ (e.g. individuals visiting a specific internet cafe, or taking a flight to a particular destination) are present by accident, rather than as a result of a fixed network architecture. These groups of individuals are much more ad-hoc, and the attackers lie somewhere in their many random intersections.

The problem of ‘false alarms’ occurs equally in the behavioral modeling of individuals as in the electronic monitoring of systems or networks. Most of the security breaches recorded by government agencies, integrity lapses recorded by police services, and disciplinary offences noted by companies are false alarms, in the sense that they do not necessarily indicate that the individual is a potential spy, is corrupt, or is unsuitable as an employee.

To investigate how well such disparate groups can be assessed we simulate three events that identify three radically different sized groups of individuals (651, 51 and 25). Fig. 5 (a) illustrates the resulting sets of individuals, and the size of two overlaps. All the individuals in the system generate events at the same rate ($P(event)=0.014$), which results in a total of 10 events per unit of time from the 700 individuals). The exceptions are the individuals in the overlaps, who generate events in all the groups with which they are identified at the same rate as other group members, so they generate additional events pro-rata to their group memberships. $P(Attack)$ is .099 for all events, and the simulation was run for 100,000 time units. The resulting scores are given in Fig. 5 (b).

Fig. 5 Investigating the scores for individuals in different size groups, with the same behaviour within each group. (a) shows the sizes of the three groups and their overlaps; (b) gives the final accumulated score for representative single individuals. This demonstrates that scores depend on activity level, and are independent of group size.

The results show that individuals generating ‘false alarms’ at the same rate, but ascribed by the detection pro-
cess to different sized groups, receive the same score; the small differences are attributed only to small differences in the random generation of events. This normalization between different group sizes is important because the objective is to identify individual behaviour and avoid identifying individuals simply on the basis of the groups to which they are ascribed. Section 8.2, below, provides a dramatic example of how badly alternative processes perform if they do not possess this attribute.

In this case the scores for the individuals in the intersection of these groups is predictable, as it arises simply from the superposition of event rates. The reader should bear in mind that this section is concerned only with basic behaviour. A real social network problem is likely to identify many more groups, with considerable uncertainty about their membership, making it rather more difficult to identify which individuals are potentially significant.

7 Limiting factors for Event Evidence

The equation for updating evidence can also be used as a measure of effectiveness for event detectors. Specifically, we can enquire under what circumstances does an event add in evidence to some hypothesis, below reduces evidence against any of the identified nodes. We require:

$$\frac{P(\text{Attack}_x) \cdot P(C_x)}{\#C_x} + (1 - P(\text{Attack}_x)) \geq 1$$ (8)

Multiplying by the denominator of the left hand side, then subtracting $(1 - P(\text{Attack}_x))$ from both sides gives:

$$P(\text{Attack}_x) : P(C_x) > = \frac{P(\text{Attack}_x) \cdot (1 - P(C_x))}{\#C_x}$$ (9)

Dividing out $P(\text{Attack}_x)$, and multiplying out the denominators, we obtain:

$$(\#S - \#C_x) \cdot P(C_x) > \#C_x \cdot (1 - P(C_x))$$ (10)

Adding $\#C_x \cdot P(C_x)$ to both sides, then re-arranging, gives:

$$\#S > \frac{\#C_x}{P(C_x)}$$ (11)

This result is valid provided $P(\text{Attack}_x)$ is not zero. Values of $P(\text{Attack}_x)$ close to unity provide most evidence, and as $P(\text{Attack}_x)$ tends toward zero the update factor approaches unity, which is to be expected since the weight of evidence is reducing.

Assuming that $P(\text{Attack}_x)$ is not approaching zero, then this limit can be regarded as the point at which the whole population is implicated by an event. A practical illustration of this threshold is given in section 8.3, which shows how evidence in a representative network behaves with decreasing certainty of event attribution.

A special case of this result is if $\#C_x = \#S$; if an event can only be ascribed to all the nodes in the system, then it does not provide evidence that discriminates between nodes.

Alternatively, this limit can be expressed as a ratio between the size of the system and the number of nodes identified as possible originators, compared to the probability that the originator is within these nodes, as shown in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6 Evidential value is limited by the effective size of the set of individuals that may have originated an event](image-url)

8 Insider Attacks

This section shows that a subtle insider attack in a representative network can be identified by the proposed evidence accumulation process, contrasts the principled accumulation of evidence with a simple counting scheme, and explores how evidential accumulation behaves as the attribution of nodes that originate events becomes less certain. All the examples in this section use the same network and the same simulation seeds, to provide comparable results.

8.1 A difficult detection problem

The network used in this section is a medium-sized system (3000 endpoints) with features that are representative of the problem space, including:
– Sensors with different capabilities; for example, certainty of detection and ability to identify source nodes.
– Attackers whose rate of attack is significantly below the background rate of false positive alerts for the system.
– Attacks that employ address spoofing.

An important practical issue is the estimation of the three parameters that characterize a security event; relating these to actual systems and assessing the need for accuracy is subject to ongoing study. To date it has been possible to achieve realistic results by assigning \( P(\text{Attack}) \) as a fixed value for a given sensor within a deployment context, and by creating a simple rule-set that maps the network connection associated with an event to a set of nodes, giving \( C_x \) and \( P(C_x) \) depending on the configuration and protocol.

The network used in this example is given in Fig. 7. This network has 3000 nodes, most of which are user systems located in eleven separate client subnetworks in sizes that range from 33 to 500 nodes. Two of these subnetworks have nodes that are subverted and are attacking the system. The purpose of dividing the clients into several subnetworks (apart from the fact that this is a standard configuration) is to contrast the detectability of attackers in different sized subnetworks, given that in many cases it will be possible to identify only the subnetwork from which an attack originated. This arrangement allows us to investigate how to use all the available information when the location of the attacker and the traffic patterns are unknown in advance.

In summary, the event parameters used in the simulation are:

- \( C_x \) contains all the nodes in the source subnetwork, unless the destination of the network message that caused the event is in the same subnetwork as the source, in which case \( C_x \) contains just the source node.
- \( P(C_x) \) is set to unity, since \( C_x \) includes the node which originates the traffic. (The effect of varying this parameter is discussed in section 8.3, below.)
- \( P(\text{Attack}) \) is set to 0.043 for all used locations except the server nodes, for which a value of 0.0099 is assigned, and events from a client to its own subnetwork, which are given a value of 0.076.

These are arbitrary, for the sake of demonstration, although they do reflect likely differences in expectation. For example, it seems plausible that an incident at a location to which most of the traffic is directed is less likely to originate from an attack, but in practice that is dependent on the actual event. The only special feature in the choice of value is avoiding fractions such as 30/3000 that match the system topology, although we have not detected any problems arising from such choices. Varying these parameters results in different scores, but not at the expense of overall discrimination.

The network simulator was used to generate random traffic as specified above, and the scores for the resulting security events were accumulated as described in section 4.3. The results are shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 shows node scores as they are accumulated. The nodes shown are attackers (3 and 403), representative nodes in the same subnetworks (4 and 404), and a node in a large control subnetwork with no attackers (1000). Nodes 3 and 4...
For each size of subnetwork the proposed scoring clearly distinguishes the attacker as an individual from other nodes within the same subnetwork. Nodes are similarly scored regardless of the size of the subnetwork in which they reside, and there there is only a small difference in score between other nodes in the subnetworks containing attackers and the control node (approximately 2%), which can be attributed to attackers slightly raising the score of their own network.

8.2 Contrasting evidence accumulation with event counting

The effectiveness of the approach presented in this paper can be judged by comparison to the counting algorithm used to introduce section 4, and adopted by some researchers. The same events are generated with the same characteristics as described in the previous section, but the calculation function uses counting rather than evidence accumulation, by simply incrementing node scores if the node is identified as a possible source of an event (i.e. is in $C_x$). The results are presented in in Fig. 9.

On a realistic problem, the counting approach fails in almost every respect. Attackers are not distinguished from other nodes in their subnetwork. Instead, the primary distinction is between nodes on the basis of network size; essentially the larger subnetworks generate more background traffic, so receive a proportionately higher score.
8.3 Uncertainty in identifying the nodes that originate an event

The network example, above, assumed that the set of nodes that may have originated an event could be identified with certainty. Fig. 10 shows the results of a series of simulations with varying degree of certainty of attribution of the nodes that originate each event. For the sake of illustration all events were given the same \( P(C_x) \); in practice this would vary depending on the type of the event and the position in the network where it was detected.

As would be expected, the greater the uncertainty the lower the overall score. Importantly, the scores remain correctly ordered; even with high degrees of uncertainty of attribution, attacking nodes would be correctly identified for further investigation.

A noteworthy feature of this simulation is the node in the control subnetwork, whose score decreases more quickly than the others, eventually becoming negative. Section 7 showed that the limit of evidential value of an event is the point where the degree of uncertainty encompasses the whole network. The control node in this case is in a subnetwork of 500 nodes; in a network with 3000 nodes equation (11) gives the threshold value as \( P(C_x) = 500/3000 = 0.17 \), which is consistent with the point at which the simulated score is zero.

The decreasing score of the control node in this example therefore occurs because the attribution of events to that node is approaching the limit of evidential value. This effect is the most likely cause of the small divergence between non-attacker nodes (subnet 400 diverges a little); however, given the random nature of the simulation this difference is too small to justify a claim of significance.

In summary, this section illustrates that even given increasing uncertainty about the origin of the events it remains possible to distinguish attackers from other nodes; however, the limits derived in section 7 apply if the uncertainty of attribution of the event originator approaches the size of the system.

9 Discussion

The proposed evidential updating process is effective because it relates event evidence to the hypothesis that a node or individual is the attacker. The change of reference frame from events to individuals allows event data to be discarded, while retaining the weight of evidence for attackers. The
process scales linearly with the number of nodes or individuals in the system, and is applicable to a very wide range of systems and circumstances.

Bayesian statistics has been used, rather than the simple probability ratios that would be suggested if information theory was employed, in order to effect the change of viewpoint from the event to the attacker. The update factor, $\Delta$, importantly takes account of ancillary information such as the number of nodes that are indicated by the event and the degree of certainty in their estimation. These event parameters are not specific to any particular type of event and the statistical approach given here is equally generic; in particular it avoids the need for Bayesian networks tuned for specific problems by subject matter experts, as proposed by some researchers (Caputo et al, 2009).

$\Delta$ can be used as a figure of merit for sources of information: if $\Delta$ is consistently fractional for a sensor, then the resulting events will degrade the quantity of available information, rather than improve it. We show that this depends on the uncertainty of estimation of the set of event originators, compared with the size of the overall system. Essentially, if it is not possible to distinguish a set of possible event originators from the other individuals in the system, then the event adds no value. This has practical consequences for intrusion systems and network design where such uncertainty is likely to occur: as much attention should be given to identifying the source of events as to the false-alarm rates of sensors.

The attributes described in section 4 (probability of attack, $P(\text{Attack}_x)$, the likely originating nodes of an event, $C_x$, and the probability that the event originator is in this set, $P(C_x)$) are not specific to any particular type of event detector and can be applied at different levels of abstraction, if necessary within the same system. As described in the introduction, this approach is intended to apply to a mixture of event types including both behavioral and network indicators. However, different types of events will change the speed with which attackers are discriminated. The network scenario presented here was designed to be a difficult detection problem: it has a low attack rate compared with background noise, for most events the originator could not be uniquely identified, and events were not known to be attacks with certainty. In other words, all three parameters that characterize an event were uncertain, inevitably resulting in a long discrimination time. In practice the detection speed will vary depending upon the available information. For example, behavioral events such as organizational rule-breaking will be uniquely identified with a particular individual, while there may be uncertainty if this indicates a potential attacker; in other cases, such as terrorist use of an Internet cafe, it may be certain that a user during a certain period is an active terrorist, but there may be uncertainty related to identification. In practice, therefore, different strengths of evidence will be found, and these will inevitably result in different detection periods.

The example in section 6.2 illustrates a problem in behavioral modeling that is less common in networks. However, it is worth noting a specific problem with purely behavioral events which make more substantial empirical examples difficult to generate: the problem of giving plausible values for $P(\text{Attack}_x)$. In many circumstances it is possible to measure background levels of user behaviour; for example, document access, Internet use and financial accounting deviations are usually recorded, and false alarm rates are a standard metric for intrusion detection sensors. Unfortunately, relevant background levels of minor deviant behaviours, such as organizational rule-breaking or disciplinary offences, are undocumented for populations of interest. Case histories suggest that insiders who attack their systems for profit or revenge often have a history of such behaviour. Herbig and Wiskoff (2002) record that within 150 espionage cases, 80% were observed to exhibit behaviours that violate criteria in the guidelines for eligibility for access to classified information. For example, the spy Ames had a series of security violations, alcohol problems, and an explained lavish lifestyle. This would certainly provide a rich source of behavioral indicators with no doubt about the individual to whom they relate; unfortunately, the underlying level of such behaviours in the relevant population is unknown. These case studies provide powerful anecdotal evidence that behavioral histories are significant, but before any data-analytic approach can be applied in such cases it will be necessary to establish the underlying behavioral norms in populations of concern.

The discussion in section 7 gives one limit to this method: events that do not distinguish between individuals do not add information to the resulting scores. As $C_x/P(C_x)$ approaches the total number of nodes, the score generated by event $x$ drops to zero because the event fails to distinguish between individuals. This, however, is a feature of events, and is unlikely to be influenced by attacker behaviour. The attacker can only avoid detection with certainty by adopting behaviour that generates identical events to the rest of the population; from the defender’s perspective the objective is to ensure that the events are sufficiently comprehensive to force insiders to either adopt compliant behaviour, or be identified as potentially malicious.

From the perspective of network analysis there are a number of practical considerations that are subject to ongoing study. The first implementation decision is which real components are regarded as 'nodes': should nodes model all network components, just routing components and endpoints, or just endpoints such as clients, servers or users? To date, only endpoint nodes have been considered; this decision is based on the prior probability of network components originating attacks, and the convenience in associating
events with their possible sources. Further practical work is also needed to relate the three event parameters to actual intrusion sensors and networks.

A key practical issue is how to determine which nodes are a potential source of any particular event, and to what degree. Ideally this assessment would be evidence-based using recent network history, but although this is feasible in principle, it is an open question if this can be achieved in practice. However, even simple strategies, such as the one used in section 8.1, provide demonstrable benefit.

10 Conclusion

This paper provides a solution to a critical problem in insider attacker discovery: how to combine events from multiple sensors, and manage the data explosion that is otherwise needed to support the identification of long-running attacks.

The key concept is to move away from maintaining models of the behaviour or sequencing of individual attacks, since this in principle requires a hypothesis to be initiated for each event. This is the process underlying existing Intrusion Detection Systems which provides an effective response to attacks that can be detected over short periods of time but is limited by scalability in identifying attacks developed over a long period.

Instead, we propose to incrementally assess if every node or individual in the system is an attacker. This approach is extremely scalable; the updating algorithm is soundly based in Bayesian statistics and avoids the need for global updating after each event. The approach is well behaved in the sense that higher certainty or volumes of attack make detection faster, and in a worked example which includes several of the difficulties faced in practice it significantly outperforms counting algorithms (see section 8.1).

In addition, this work identifies the attributes or parameters that need to be standardized for disparate sources of security event to be combined, allowing the use of a wide range of different sources at different levels of abstraction. We provide criteria for event attributes that must be met for an event to add information rather than confusion: the ratio of the number of nodes or individuals that may have originated the event, compared to the size of the system (see section 7).

The process developed here is expected to be applicable to behavioral information, as well as network-derived statistics, based on evidence that events such as rule-breaking and security violations are significant in the history of insiders who eventually prove malicious. However, to confirm that data-analytic approaches are able to allow the identification of such insiders it is first necessary to establish the background rates of these events in populations of interest.

Research on this approach is ongoing, both using simulation and relating the work to real situations. The updating process described in this paper reflects a change of base hypothesis from our earlier publications, and resolves some of the open questions and marginal discrimination observed previously; some remaining open questions are described in section 9.
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